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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK RUGBY: A NEW ZEALAND HISTORY
Rugby is New Zealand's national sport. From the grand tour by the 1888 Natives
to the upcoming 2015 World Cup, from games in the North African desert in World
War II to matches behind barbed wire during the 1981 Springbok tour, from
grassroots club rugby to heaving crowds outside Eden Park, Lancaster Park,
Athletic Park or Carisbrook, New Zealanders have made rugby their game.In this
book, historian and former journalist Ron Palenski tells the full story of rugby in
New Zealand for the first time. It is a story of how the game travelled from England
and settled in the colony, how M?ori and later Pacific players made rugby their
own, how battles over amateurism and apartheid threatened the sport, how
national teams, provinces and local clubs shaped it. But above all it is a story of
wing forwards and fullbacks, of Don Clarke and Jonah Lomu, of the Log of Wood
and Charlie Saxton's ABC, of supporters in the grandstand and crackling radios at
2 a.m. The story of rugby is New Zealand's story.Rooted in extensive research in
public and private archives and newspapers, and highly illustrated with many rare
photographs and ephemera, this book is the defining history of rugby in a land that
has made the game its own.
HISTORY - NZRU
The history of New Zealand Rugby. New Zealand Rugby (formally the New
Zealand Rugby Union and formerly New Zealand Rugby Football Union) was
formed in 1892 to administer the game of rugby union at the national level. Rugby
union is the unofficial national sport of New Zealand. The national team, the All
Blacks, ranks as the top international team in the world. The sport has been
known in New Zealand from 1870. Early history and 19th century Pre-Codification
Football. Before Europeans arrived in New Zealand, the M?ori were playing a ball
game called ki-o-rahi which greatly resembled Australian Rules Football and
rugby football. The story of rugby is New Zealand's story. Rooted in extensive
research in public and private archives and newspapers, and highly illustrated with
many rare photographs and ephemera, this book is the defining history of rugby in
a land that has made the game its own. Rugby is New Zealand's national sport.
From the grand tour by the 1888 Natives to the upcoming 2015 World Cup, from
games in the North African desert in the Second World War to matches behind
barbed wire during the 1981 Springbok tour, from grassroots club rugby to
heaving crowds outside Eden Park, Lancaster Park, Athletic Park or Carisbrook,
New Zealanders have made rugby their game. In 1879, the first Provincial Unions
were formed in Canterbury and Wellington, a national side representing New
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Zealand first took to the field in 1884 and in May 1892, at a meeting held in
Wellington, the New Zealand Rugby Football Union (as it then was) was formed to
administer the game in New Zealand. Natives' Rugby Tour, 1888-89. The title of
'The Originals' was bestowed on the next New Zealand rugby team to tour Britain,
that of 1905-6, but even though it was soon forgotten, the Natives' tour was to
have enduring significance for New Zealand rugby and society. This is the story of
the people who make this great game of ours so important in every community
throughout New Zealand. Instead of a book, this history is made available for you,
on this publicly accessible website, so that it can updated after each year's
competitions have concluded. However, rugby spread slowly owing to problems of
distance and sparse population, and while regional unions appeared throughout
the country by the mid-1880s, a national union, the New Zealand Rugby Football
Union (NZRFU), was not founded until 1892. 1992 Fred Hollows Foundation
launched in New Zealand The foundation was established in Australia by the
Kiwi-born ophthalmologist (eye doctor) to treat eye problems in poorer countries.
Within six years 200,000 people had their sight restored through cataract surgery.
The national rugby union teams of England and New Zealand have been playing
each other in Test match rugby since 1905, and have contested a total of 38 Test
matches since. The first meeting between the two nations was on 2 December
1905, when the All Blacks were in England as part of their European and North
America tour. The New Zealand Rugby Museum became the first public museum
devoted to rugby. The NZRM gallery was opened for visits in 1977, at the corner
of Grey and Carroll Sts, Palmerston North. One of the by-products of last
weekend's 36-34 victory by South Africa over the All Blacks was the claim that it
was a record-breaking total scored against New Zealand at home. It wasn't until
the early 1980s when rugby league was first broadcast live on New Zealand
television, which is pretty amazing considering that most people now watch all of
their live league on the couch. Home » New Zealand » NZ Players » NZ Players
NZ Players Click on the letters to see the rugby players with surnames starting
with that letter, and then click on 'View' to see all their information.
RUGBY UNION IN NEW ZEALAND - WIKIPEDIA
New Zealand Rugby (formally the New Zealand Rugby Union and formerly New
Zealand Rugby Football Union) was formed in 1892 to administer the game of
rugby union at the national level. In April 2017, NZR celebrated its 125th birthday.
Rugby has been seen as New Zealand's national game since the early 20th
century - more because of the numbers who watch it than the numbers who play.
19th-century rugby Charles Monro organised New Zealand's first rugby match in
Nelson in 1870, after playing at school in London. Rugby is New Zealand's
national sport. From the grand tour by the 1888 Natives to the upcoming 2015
World Cup, from games in the North African desert in the Second World War to
matches behind barbed wire during the 1981 Springbok tour, from grassroots club
rugby to heaving crowds outside Eden Park, Lancaster Park, Athletic Park or
Carisbrook, New Zealanders have made rugby their game. Rugby was introduced
to New Zealand in 1870 by Charles Monro. Born near Nelson, Monro studied in
England before returning home. He introduced the game to friends in Nelson,
which lead to the first rugby game being played at Botanical Reserve, Nelson (a
sign now stands on the ground to commemorate the game). The History of New
Zealand Rugby Around 1200AD, New Zealand was discovered and settled by
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Polynesians, the ancient ancestors of All Black (Rugby) legends Jonah Lomu and
Tana Umaga. New Zealand was 'discovered again' by a Dutch chap called Abel
Tasman in 1642, but Mr Tasman, knowing nothing of rugby fortunately made no
attempt to settle. A history of rugby union presented in timeline form. 1895: 20
clubs from the North of England resign from the RFU to form their own union,
eventually to be referred to as the Rugby Football League, creating a new type of
rugby with slightly different rules but that allowed players to be paid to play The
New Zealand Rugby Museum became the first public museum devoted to rugby.
The NZRM gallery was opened for visits in 1977, at the corner of Grey and Carroll
Sts, Palmerston North. New Zealand's 1905-06 tour to the United Kingdom,
France and North America is believed by many to be the most important in New
Zealand rugby history and gave rise to the Originals. The team played two
matches a week - 35 matches in total - and lost just once. New Zealand claimed
the Series in 2012/13, 2013/14 and again in 2014/15 as well as earning World
Champion status at the Women's Rugby World Cup Sevens tournament in
Moscow in 2013. New Zealand also has a strong record of producing female
referees. New Zealand is world famous for our prowess on the rugby field, and the
Haka is a significant part of the legend. Wherever a Kiwi walks in the world, tales
of the Haka are sure to be heard. New lifestyle sportswear brand HAKA Legendary apparel was launched tonight to a crowd of more than one hundred
VIPs, media and rugby greats at the. The History of Rugby Sevens.. the cradle of
the game in New Zealand, was the first place to stage a School Sevens
tournament outside Scotland around the turn of. FEEL A BIT OFF? Its more
common than you think. Visit our new website www.headfirst.co.nz. Looking for
something? Type your search below. Sorry! An error has occurred! The
administrator has been notified.
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